
Brisbane Hotel guide

Brisbane is the capital city of Queensland and has a population of around one and half million
people. Below is five different hotels ranging in price, location, style, facilities, etc. We hope one
of the below hotels meets your criteria in finding accommodation for your travels.

  

  

1.    Watermark Hotel Brisbane – 4 Star
       551 Wickham Terrace Spring Hill Brisbane QLD 4000 
       Brisbane City, Australia

  

Watermark is located next to the old historic Spring Hill that features tropical lush green
scenery. The hotel is surrounded by 15 hectares of tropical gardens along with close by
shopping, dining, and entertainment. Also located 1km from the city centre and 15km from the
Brisbane Airport. Watermark has 95 guestrooms that include large scenic balconies to capture
the sights of Spring Hill and the Street Parklands. 
Five Fifty One is Watermarks featured restaurant with a modern Australian cuisine. You can
relax and sip on a cocktail while taking in the vibrant views of the parkland. Relax along side
Watermarks pool deck or inside the bubbly spa. You can also stay fit by taking a scenic run on
the Parkland track.

  

  

  

  

2.    Brisbane Riverview Hotel- 5 star
       Cnr Kingsford Smith Drive and Hunt St Hamilton Brisbane, QLD 4007 
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       Brisbane, Australia

This 5 star luxury hotel overlooks the beautiful Brisbane River and has a unique prestigious
atmosphere. The Brisbane Riverview has 90 luxury rooms and fully equipped suites along with
two restaurants and bars, gorgeous pool, sauna, and romantic spa. This popular international
hotel provides first class modern facilities along with amazing hotel service. The hotel is only 5
minutes to the City centre and takes 10 minutes to get to the Brisbane airport.

  

  

  

  

  

3.    Royal Albert Hotel Brisbane- 4 star
       Cnr Albert & Elizabeth Streets 
       Brisbane QLD 400, Australia

  

You will notice the royal décor right from the start when you open the large double doors to
enter Royal Albert. Located in walking distance from the queen street mall and the Treasury
Casino. Also close by is the beautiful Botanical Gardens and the scenic river walk leading to the
South bank Parklands. This hotel is listed as a Heritage building as it is 140 years old. This
royal heritage building was redeveloped about 5 year ago. They offer one and two luxury rooms
that include a full kitchen. Some of the convenient hotel services include laundry service,
babysitting, and valet parking.
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4.    Point Hotel Brisbane- 4 star
       21 Lambert Street Kangaroo Point 
       Brisbane QLD 4169, Australia

  

Point Hotel is one of Brisbane newest contemporary hotels located next to the Story Bridge
within the suburb of the exciting Kangaroo Point. This is a great central location surrounded by
arts, entertainment, and fine cuisine. This is a great location for business travelers due to its
central location. The Point hosts a variety of suit type of rooms to accommodate there local and
international travelers. Point has a café bar that server’s breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Point’s
guest can enjoy the heated swimming pool; play a friendly game of tennis, or stay fit in there
gym.

5.    Marriott Hotel Brisbane- 5 star
       515 Queen Street Brisbane-city 4000 QLD 
       Brisbane, Australia

This 5 star popular hotel overlooks the Brisbane River. It is within walking distance to the
financial district witch makes it perfect for business travelers. All the 267 large rooms offer
scenic view of the Brisbane River. Petries Lobby Bar is a great place to grab a coffee, or
cocktail. Petries Bistro offers an elegant indoor dinning setting. The Marriott is also known for
their excellent guest services and customer service.
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